
TOP TRAIL PICKS

Category Trail Name Area / Getting ThereDescription 

Steep

Bumps

Glades

Steep
Groomer

Just
Learning

Dedicated learning area, serviced by its
own Lift, Kissin' Cousin

West Basin, easily accessed from
Governor’s Lodge

Longest
The top gently winds down from the summit,
then becomes wider and easier on the
lower portion

Take the gondola to the Summit and
exit right for the entire run; or the
Kancamangus Express to the lower
trail

Upper & Lower
Bear Claw

Steepest groomed run on the main
mountain; this straight shot down the fall
line is a local's favorite

One of the steepest trails at the resort and
rarely groomed, so be ready for bumps

Loon's steepest glade with the highest trees

This run lives up to its name. It's steep and
crosses the fall line a couple of times

Groomer
Easy but narrow, New England style upper
portion; opens to a wide cruiser

Upper & Lower
Picked Rock

Exit the Gondola to the right and
follow the signs. There are several
Blues and a Green to try from here

Directly under the North Peak
Express Quad; enjoy stunning views
of the Presidential Range on the way
up

Flume

Easier to reach from the East Basin
Double (but runs only on the
busiest days). Otherwise, take the
Gondola or North Peak Express

Triple Trouble

From North Peak; take Upper Flume
and cut right at Haulback, then stay
left

Bucksaw

From South Peak follow Boom Run
and watch for it on your skier's left

Ripsaw

Groomer An easy cruiser with several pitches Top of South Peak, skier's rightBoom Run

Scenic
Cruiser

Long wide cruiser with some steep pitches,
dips and rolls. Top trail in the Northeast,
enjoy the views of Cannon Mountain and
Mt. Washington

From Pemigiwassett Base Camp, take
the Lincoln Express and exit left

Cruiser

Showing
Off

It's exhibition time here; straight shot down
the fall line under the Kancamagus Express
Quad

Northstar 
(Upper & Lower)

Directly underneath the
Kancamagus Express; look on the
way up to prepare

Burner
The upper portion is steep and medium
wide but opens to the lower part where you
can cruise and catch your breath

Exit the North Peak Express Quad to
the left

Walking Boss
(Upper & Lower)

Snubber

Fresh
Corduroy

One of the most popular runs on the lower
part of the main mountain; it's wide and
nearly always groomed

Accessible from any of the trails off
the right of the Gondola summit or
from the top of the Kancamagus
Express Quad

Rampasture

Glades
A true black diamond glade - long, steep
with plenty of trees

From South Peak, cut into the trees
from the skier's right on Cruiser or
left on Ripsaw

Undercut


